Sound and Vision™
See the bath in a new light…
...and make bathing a more colourful experience

INTRODUCING SOUND & VISION

*Sound & Vision* is a new bath option that integrates colourful underwater lighting and soft, soothing music into the bathing experience. The combined effect gently stimulates the senses, creating the perfect relaxed ambience to improve wellbeing.

This pleasant stimulus enhances the power of bathing to calm stressed or anxious patients and residents. As calmer patients require less care resources and medication, *Sound & Vision* creates benefits that are felt beyond the bathroom.
The *Sound & Vision* experience can be enjoyed by people of all ages who would benefit from greater relaxation. Using the system can help you to create a calm multisensory bathroom environment in harmony with the Snoezelen philosophy.

With *Sound & Vision* and other bath options such as *Hydrosound™* or *Hydromassage™* you can transform the bath into a safe haven for relaxation and hydrotherapy, maximizing the beneficial effects of bathing for mind and body.

A new look for the panel and tub

We have looked at all aspects of the tub to improve the visual experience. The control panel has been redesigned with a single-colour background and a cleaner, more unified look. In keeping with our aim to make bathing a more colourful experience, we now offer tubs in four new pastel shades – blue, green, rose and cream – to blend in with individual décor and contribute to a calming atmosphere in the bathroom.
With the calming colours of underwater lighting, soothing music, a new range of pastel shades for the tub, and an attractive new look control panel – ArjoHuntleigh bathing systems have never been more appealing to the senses. More and more care facilities are seeing bathing in a new light – as an enjoyably effective way to nurture wellness and quality of life. Enhancing the sensory pleasure of bathing leads to greater relaxation and improved quality of life.